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I AM Isha 

I am a happy and shy person 

I wonder if the black hole is a real thing in space 

I hear nothing 

I see nature 

I want to change the world and make it better 

I am a happy and shy person 

I pretend to be an athlete and compete in swimming 

I feel happy 

I touch trees and flowers 

I worry about exams and whether I will fail them 

I cry when I am sad or someone dies 

I am a happy and shy person 

I understand that things will change in life 

I say I can do anything 

I dream of being an athlete and competing in the Olympics 

I try to do my best 

I hope that I have a good life 

I am a happy and shy person 

 

Halloween 

It’s a scary day 

There are frightening pumpkins 

It’s scary dark here 

- Isha 

 



I AM Leonidas 

I am funny and a leader 

I wonder how long I will live 

I hear music, sometimes pop 

I see ocean waves 

I want cars like Lamborghini, Ferrari, and Maserati 

I am good at sports like soccer and basketball 

I pretend I don’t care 

I feel clouds 

I touch the sun 

I worry about tests 

I cry when I am not good at something 

I am helpful at home 

I understand Math 

I say it’s great to help people 

I dream of sports and being a pro-athlete 

I try to improve my French 

I hope I will become a billionaire 

I am crazy 

 

Remember 

I remember when I played soccer at my elementary school. 

I was a player for Carlyle against different EMSB schools. 

I was a defenseman and I got elbowed in the back. 

Then we got a penalty but later we won the game. 

- Leo 

 

 

 



I AM Julie 

I am patient and curious 

I wonder what the most endangered animal is 

I hear nothing 

I see turtles 

I want to go home 

I am patient and curious 

I pretend to pick flowers 

I cry when I get hurt 

I am patient and curious 

I say don’t give up 

I am patient and curious 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I AM Matteo 

I am organized and nice 

I wonder if I’ll have a good life 

I hear nothing 

I see light 

I want to be a professional athlete 

I am organized and nice 

I pretend to play video games 

I feel hungry 

I touch food 

I worry about getting good grades 

I cry when I’m mad 

I am organized and nice 

I dream of money 

I am organized and nice 

 

 

Remember 

I remember when I went to the beach  

and I wondered if I’d get a nice big ice cream  

and I wished for something good 

Matteo 
 

 

 

 

 

 



I AM Chouab 

I am smart and athletic 

I wonder how many cities are in the world 

I hear my favourite song, which is Panada 

I see me playing soccer 

I want to go home 

I am smart and athletic 

I pretend I’m a soccer player 

I feel tired 

I touch my iPad 

I worry about exams 

I cry when I’m angry 

I am smart and athletic 

I understand why I am going to school 

I say never give up 

I dream that I can be a professional soccer player 

I hope the day ends fast so that I have the weekend to do what I want 

I am smart and athletic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I AM Gianluca 

I am funny and brave 

I wonder about everything you can possibly imagine 

I hear nothing 

I see nothing 

I want to get into the NHL 

I am funny and brave 

I pretend to be something I’m not 

I feel good when I’m with my dog 

I touch nothing 

I worry about nothing 

I cry when I’m mad or sad 

I am funny and brave 

I understand friends 

I say the world needs to be better 

I dream about being everything 

I try to play hockey 

I hope to be rich 

I am funny and brave 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I AM Jared 

I am creative and short 

I wonder if the world needs me 

I hear paint being splattered on the ground 

I see white and black combining colours 

I want to be a painter that is more than paint 

I am creative and short 

I pretend I am small but colourful 

I feel happiness and sadness around me 

I touch good and bad but colours too 

I worry that I’m invisible 

I cry because I am sad and down 

I am creative and short 

I understand I am not perfect 

I say I will paint the world 

I dream of colours and white and black will combine 

I try to make things tall and perfect 

I hope I will paint the world 

I am creative and short 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I AM Isabella 

I am Italian 

I wonder if I’m going to pass transitions 

I hear funny sounds and pop music 

I see rainbows and unicorns 

I want to sleep and eat 

I am Italian  

I pretend to imagine food, Starbucks and poutine 

I feel hungry all the time 

I touch food 

I worry about people tickling me 

I cry when my boyfriend gives me trouble 

I am Italian 

I understand I’m lazy 

I say keep trying, don’t give up 

I dream about food and unicorns 

I try to be polite 

I hope that my brace will help me improve 

I am Italian 

 

Remember-BACK BRACE!!! 

• I remember when I first went to the doctors to get my back brace. 
• And I wondered about the future, like if I’m going to have surgery in six 

months 

And I wish that I didn’t have to suffer through that and I wish that it doesn’t hurt 
me when I put it on. 

- Isabella 

 

 



I AM Liam 

I am anxiety filled and stressed 

I wonder about meaning 

I hear judgement and Twenty-One Pilots 

I see  

I want to be learning code 

I am anxiety filled and stressed 

I pretend to program 

I feel pressured 

I touch dark matter 

I worry that I’m way too dark for this poem 

I am anxiety filled and stressed 

I understand earth has an atmosphere 

I say Santa Claus 

I dream that it’s still not PG 13 

I try to sleep 

I hope my parents don’t die 

I am anxiety filled and stressed 

 

Dear creature with legs and hands 

Please stop blowing the obnoxious fumes. I’m having a hard time breathing. 

 I also think I have crust cancer. Also please pick up the feces your dog makes its smelling up the place. 

But the real reason I’m writing you this is because I’m suing the entire population for vandalism. 

The court will be on the sun and the judge will be our biggest planet, Jupiter.  

Best regards the earth 

- Liam 



- I am TINA 
- I am nice and a good friend. 

- I am curious at school in science. 

- I hear cats in my head. 

- I see cats in my head.  

- I want Starbucks. 

- I am nice and a good friend. 

- I pretend to be a cat at home. 

- I feel good. 

- I worry that cat is going to run away. 

- I cry when cats die. 

- I am nice and a good friend. 

- I understand cats. 

- I say unicorn are real. 

- I dream about cats and unicorn. 

- I am nice and a good friend. 

 

 

My cat       by Tina 
I see my cat sleeping on my bed.  

I hear my cat meowing. 
I still smell my cat she smells like a flower.  

I feel my cat rubbing against my leg. 



AWARENESS

I see nice people and nice teachers, I see tears of joy. 

I hear people laughing and birds chirping. 

I smell nothing but happiness and freedom. 

I feel happy, hungry and emotional. 

I taste candy, chocolate and HAPPINESS!!! 

Isabella 

 

 

 

Can word q stop narrating my 

poem  

I’m kind of spaced out but I see a laptop screen and in that screen I see 

more tiny people looking at screens.  

 annoying voice from my laptop because I 

have word q on.    

I smell nothing because I have a blocked nose.  

I feel hungry because I didn’t eat my whole bowl of mini wheats. 

I taste my blood because I bit my tongue.   

 

- Liam 

 

 



My World 

I see a big school and nice classmates, I see helpful teachers, and I see a big map of the whole 

world. 

I hear people typing on their computers, I hear people laughing, I hear music, I hear people 

singing. 

I smell good food, I smell fresh air, and I smell wisdom and glory. 

I feel great, I feel nervous, I feel happiness and awesomeness. 

I taste food 

Matteo 
 

LEO THE SUPER HERO 

My super power is flying      

 I am fast, famous, fun       

 If I could, I would travel the world, get to everything more easily    

Like jets on my bag, maneuver better, shoot down things     

 People would see me and Obama, Donald trump taking pictures and on movies    

 With my super power I am stopping pollution and saving the world     

 I stand for stopping innocent people from being killed. 

 

 

 

I feel 

Tired, weak 

Like In candy world 

Red fire 

I can fly 

Crazy candy everywhere 

- Leo 

Happiness 

Video games, sushi, meat, pizza, pasta, 

electronics, iPad, iPhone5, 

PC drone, killer clowns, politics, Miley Cyrus 

- Leo 



Matteo The Super Hero 

My super power is great, helping others. 

I am careful, generous and awesome. 

Like helping others in need and giving them good clothes and fresh water. 

People see me and cheer for me. 

Because I like giving them what they really need and because it’s a good thing to do. 

With my Super power, I am Helpful and awesome with others! 

I’m as cool as can be. 

I remember 

I remember an oddly specific movie detail 

I wondered why everyone laughed 

And I wish I had seen my brother lick the icing off my cupcake 

Liam 



Future Considerations 

DEAR EARTH, 

When you look at the Earth as a picture or from far, you see it as small. But when 

you look at it from close or if you live on Earth, you can see big and that’s all. You 

can have fun, you can play with a ball. That’s all you need to hear, so go ahead 

and be thankful for why you’re here. 

Regards, 

Isabella

Dear Future me, 

Here is my advice: 

Stay with your Cats all your life 

Stay away from Tofu. You hate it 

You need to eat your Food 

Don’t eat meat, ever! 

You need your sleep. You work as a makeup artist 

Get your driver’s license as soon as you can. 

Love, Tina 

I Remember 

I remember when I was at my 

house with my dog. I saw him all 

dirty with frosting on his face. I 

wondered what happened and I 

wished I never saw it because my 

mom was going to kill me!!!!!!!!!

- Gianluca ? 



Super Hero 

MY super power would be for everyone in the world to be happy and 

healthy with good amount of money. I am curious, courageous and capable. 

If I could I would help everyone in the world. Like God the Father. People 

would see me as their saviour. Because I’m their hero of the world. With my 

super power I’m the one who blows the ear through their body. I’m as 

capable as I can be when I use the super power within me  

- NAME ???? 

I feel like I want to build wall 

Protection, Shield 

Make Mexico pay for that wall 

Big bricks in gold and diamonds 

Like a powerful mass around us 

We can all make this happen. Just call Donald for help 

- Matteo 

Letter to my future self, Julie 

How are you?  

Do you still enjoy doing figure skating? 

Are you still keeping in contact with all your friends? Lili, Stephanie, Frédérique, 

Leila, Camille, Eloïse, Esther, Tyler, Filippo, Corey, Ava, Tina, Isabella and Isha? What 

music are you into at the moment? Do you still dislike sleeping? Do you still want to 

have a YouTube channel? Do you still not like hockey? Last question. Do you still like 

the book warrior cats by Erin Hunter? I hope you receive this letter that will ask you 

some of interesting questions. 



Dear Earthlings, 

Stop polluting the Earth! We need a clean fresh earth that has no gasoline in the air. 

Stop fighting wars and forcing indecency on humans. 

Matteo 

What is happiness?       

Hanging out with my very funny friends. 

Playing fun games and figure skating.  

Eating some candy.  

Pop music. 

Drawing animals.  

I hate war.

- Julie 

Remembering things      

I remember when I was a little girl and I was at my grandparents and they had cows and I decided to eat grass to 

imitate a cow. 

And I wondered why cows ate grass. 

And I wish that I learned more about them. 

-Julie 

Wolves 

Protective 

Fuzzy, territorial 

Grey, white, fur  

Angry, shy, long, big  

Fast, running, walking 

Water, prey 

Protective 

(NAME) 



Dogs 

Cute 

Adorable, sweet 

Playful, happy, nippy 

Bites when it’s mad 

Hurts when it bites 

Fast legs 

Fantastick 

- NAME ? 

FEAR 

Eyes fear at night 

Zombies light up the night.  

Ghouls, vampires out in the dark ready 

for some trick or treaters. 

I Feel 

I feel like a cow but I am a turtle from teenage mutant turtle 

Green colour 

Like a green candy 

My headband is black 

Like a black jelly bean 

I feel like a turtle but I am a cow from Baby Bell 

Chouaib 

 I am not 

I am not a cow.  

but I eat like one. 

I sound like a 

cow when I eat 

food.  

Moo! 

- Julie 

Clowns are very ugly  

They love to run after us 

They are very mean 



I am not 

Tired, sleepy 

Like school 

Red, funny 

Like a mess 

Awake not tired 

Tina 

Dear Earth, 

I want a continent because China has a lot of people. And I would call it Chouaib Country. Its area would 

be 1 million squared feet. The country’s inhabitants often eat meats, fruits and vegetables. Its traditional 

plate is fish and chips. It is located between Europe and North America, in the Atlantic Ocean. They have 

a lot of tuna and salmon. The favorite sport is soccer and the team is ranked second in the world. The 

population is 65 million people, the continent has 5 provinces with names like China Villa, New Chouaib 

Land, Shoe Land, Turtle Land and Hamsterdam. The founder is Chouaib. 

I stand for getting rid of cancer. 

I wish for people to be happy. 

I want to change the world and make it a better place. 

Isha 

Happiness 

Hamburgers 

Burnie bars 

Wait no what 

How’d that get in? 

This is sad 

Now! McDonalds 

Jokes 

- Liam



Halloween Haiku 

Boo, there is the crew 

You’re a scary shade of blue 

There’s a few people. 

Isabella 



Candy corn

I love candy corn 

It orange white and yellow 

It sweet and pretty 

Tina 

Swimming 

Drawings, nature 

Watching Olympic games. 

Pretending to be champion 

Making people happy 

Being funny 

Swimming 

- Isha 

Home 

In my bed, sleeping 

Doing lots of chores 

Playing video games 

Feeling safe 

Sick days and time off 

Playing in my pool or snow 

Warm 

- Group Poem 

Remember 

I remember being in the hospital when I 

was really young. 

And I wonder if the doctor would give me 

medicine. 

And I wish that I would get out of the 

hospital. 

- Isha 



Clouds 

White and fluffy 

Rainbows and unicorns 

Makes me sleepy 

A beautiful breeze 

Giant flying sheep 

Clouds are water 

- Group Poem 

Awake 

HALLOWEEN 

It’s windy and cold. 

Clowns and zombies walk 

around.  

- Julie 

Dear future self, 

Stay in good shape don’t want to 

get fat. Get a really nice house for 

your family. Get a good job. Get 5 

dogs and a form in back of your 

house for your dogs. All was be 

nice to your surroundings. 

- Giannluca ? 


